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RAILWAY ë STEAMBOAT TRAVELLERS’ CUIDE.

In addition to the Time Tables and other information usually given in 
similar publications, this work contains many new and important features, 
the most prominentof which is the new ABC ditector, on reference to which 
the traveller who desires to reach any given point can see at a glance, wit ou I 
the usual puszling reference to a lot of disconnected time-tables, the different I I
routes by which he cab go and return; the distance by each route^ t e 
different roa4s he will have to pass over ; the time of departure and arrival ; 
the time from point to point en route, and the fare.

Information is given as to Pullman and other Palace and Sleeping Cars,
Baggage arrangements, Ac.; also, useful suggestions under the head of 

“Travel Notes.”
AU the Canadian and principal United States Lines are represented in 

the ABC.
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CONDENSED THROUGH TABLES
are carefully prepared for all the most frequented routes by which Through 

Tickets are issued.
THE TIME TABLES

will be under constant professional revise, and will be given with the greatest 

possible accuracy.
:o:

EXCURSIONS.
During the Summer Months, suggestions as to Holiday Trips will have 

a prominent place in the ABC, and information wiU be given as to places 
accessible by raU or boat, and suitable for

SUMMER RESIDENCES
for the families of business men, g'ving distances, time tables and rates for 

Season and C umulation Tickets.
No effort or expense will be spared in making this beyond comparison 

the BBST TraveUers’ Guide pubUshed in the Dominion.
Editions for Montreal and Toronto are published simultaneously.
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